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* The right to turn down bids and rental requests sent to dawncrossart@gmail.com, is reserved 
** Packaging and postage costs are payed by the gallery or photographer. If purchased without prior rental, included.

The Tree Crown © Angle & Dawn 
Regarding rentals or purchases thereof 

 The Tree Crown may be rented monthly by a verified Gallery* 

Rental fees are 4% of the sale value of the artwork, charged at a monthly rate for 4-6 months. If The Tree Crown is later 
purchased** (or damaged or stolen*) during the period which the gallery is responsible for handling it, rental fees paid are 
considered partial payments towards the purchase price. The gallery will receive a photo of the package, exact weight of 
the package and a tracking ID upon shipment day, to the gallery’s e-mail.

Upon regret, The gallery may withdraw their request to rent The Tree Crown within 10 working days upon registered 
payment. At which 90% of the payment will be returned to the gallery's juridicial account number within another 10 
working days.
After the rental period is over, the crown must be shipped in the juridical name of the gallery within 3 days and return 
in mint condition to the address in the package in which it was delivered. A photo of the package and a tracking ID 
containing  information  about  the  exact  weight  of  the  package  must  be  sent  upon  shipment  day 
to dawncrossart@gmail.com
If the crown is *damaged, stolen, tampered with or the exact weight is in any way less or substantially more than it was 
before shipment, the crown must be paid in full by the gallery. The package will be returned to the gallery immediately 
and will be considered purchased**.  

 The Tree Crown may be rented monthly by a verified Photographer* 

Rental fees are 4% of the sale value of the artwork, charged at a monthly rate for 4-6 months. If The Tree Crown is later 
purchased** (or damaged or stolen*) during the period which the photographer is responsible for handling it, rental fees 
paid are considered partial payments towards the purchase price. The photographer will receive a photo of the package, 
exact weight of the package and a tracking ID upon shipment day, to the photographer’s e-mail.

Upon regret,  The photographer  may withdraw their  request  to  rent  The Tree Crown within 10 working days upon 
registered payment. At which 90% of the payment will be returned to the photographers’ juridicial account number within 
another 10 working days.
After the rental period is over, the crown must be shipped in the juridical name of the photographer within 3 days and 
return in mint condition to the address in the package in which it was delivered. A photo of the package and a tracking ID 
containing  information  about  the  exact  weight  of  the  package  must  be  sent  upon  shipment  day 
to dawncrossart@gmail.com
If the crown is *damaged, stolen, tampered with or the exact weight is in any way less or substantially more than it was 
before shipment, the crown must be paid in full by the photographer. The package will be returned to the photographer 
immediately and will be considered purchased**.

 The Tree Crown may be purchased** 

Upon purchase of the The Tree Crown the sculpture may be utilised and displayed whichever way the customer chooses, 
so long as the artists, Angle & Dawn are with the utmost respect to their families, heirs, and heiresses, mentioned. The 
cost must be paid for in full, in advance. After payment, the customer has no exchange right or right of withdrawal. The 
customer will receive a photo and tracking ID upon shipment day to the customers e-mail.
If the customer chooses to resell, the customer will already upon written rental or purchase agreement, have agreed to 
abide by common Swedish resale rights that include both artists.

Cost to purchase “The Tree Crown”: 2 380 000 SEK inkl 6% VAT (1 428 000 SEK)
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